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This report concerns itself with two papert1: 

1. S 4'31 N'J'i.SING MANAGEMENT 

2, S 482 PRINCIPk.S IN GEttIArRIC NUrlSING 

1 , NTJRSING MANAGEMENT 

This was not an easy paper to F:P·1swer, as Ptudents do not normally'manap-e the 
nursing care at ward level. Therefore, their knowledge tends to be drawn from 
their theoretical course work rather than from clinical practice, This set of 
students seemed to be able to relate t~eory to ~ractice better than exnected, 
They had read widely around the topic and demonstrated a good understanding of 
the relevant theoretical issues, 
The weaker student had difficulty in providing- direct answers to their chosen 
questions and the literature quoted was not always relevant, 
On the whole, Section A yielded better answers than Section B, However, the 
reason for this may, again, lie in the lHck of experience of ward based 
research in nursing, 

2 , PRIH6If11ES in GBRIA'f:HI6 NUfl§IH{! 

There were remarkable diffPrences in the nuality of a~swers to the various 
questionR, For example~ an·•,-.-, to question (1) were con..c:;istently good and 
answers to question (~J were rather poor on the whole, 
Question (3) was attempted by only one candidate, who did very well. 
Question (7) was avoidPd by all candida.tes, 
Most candidates were better able to discuss geriatric care in ~eneral than to 
identify the nursin~ con~ribution to this care, 
As in Paper (1), the main wealaless lay in some candidates' inability to 
answer the questions as stated; in their defence, it is fair to state that the 
questi0ns were far from easy. 

OVERAT~L COI"iJIT.t"NTS 

It was gratifvin,rs to read the five sets of answers; they showed a rPmarkable 
maturity and sensitivity, based on good scientific knowledge. As an examiner, 
I felt that these new graduates in nursing were competent to give thoughtful 
care to their patients . 


